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Abstract
The coherent blue light generated in rubidium vapor due to the combined action of an ultrashort
pulse train and a continuous wave diode laser is investigated. Each step of the two-photon
transition 5S–5P3 2–5D is excited by one of the lasers, and the induced coherence between the
5S and 6P3 2 states is responsible for generating the blue beam. Measurements of the excitation
spectrum reveal the frequency comb structure and allow us to identify the resonant modes
responsible for inducing the nonlinear process. Further, each resonant mode excites a different
group of atoms, making the process selective in atomic velocity. The signal dependency on the
atomic density is characterized by a sharp growth and a rapid saturation. We also show that for
high intensity of the diode laser, the Stark shift at resonance causes the signal suppression
observed at low atomic density.

Keywords: coherent optical effects, four-wave mixing, rubidium vapor, frequency comb

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Nonlinear interactions of light and atoms can be enhanced
dramatically through the generation of quantum coherence
among atomic states. In particular, atomic coherence effects
have been explored in four-wave mixing to produce effi-
ciently frequency up-conversion using either low power
continuous wave (cw) lasers [1–3] or pulsed lasers [4, 5].
Previous investigations demonstrated the high temporal
coherence of the collimated blue light generated in Rb vapor
[2] and the ability to transfer orbital angular momentum
between the pump and generated beams [6–8]. The interest in
these investigations includes quantum information processing
and memory [9], photon correlation effects [10, 11] and
tunable coherent sources [12].

In this work, we investigate the effects of the two-photon
combined interaction of a cw laser and a mode-locked (fs)
laser in an Rb vapor for the generation of coherent blue light.
The two co-propagating beams, at 780 nm (cw) and 776 nm

(fs), drive each step of the two-photon transition 5S1 2 
5P3 2  5D, respectively (see inset of figure 1 (b)). The
induced coherence among 5S1 2  5P3 2  5D  6P3 2
transitions produces, by parametric four-wave mixing
(PFWM), a coherent beam at 420 nm [1, 3, 7]. Under the
coherent accumulation condition, where the atomic relaxation
times are greater than the fs laser repetition period, we show
that each individual mode of the frequency comb contributes
to the nonlinear signal. The signature of this behavior is the
observation of the frequency comb structure in the excitation
spectrum of the coherent light, allowing us to identify the
resonant modes responsible for the generation of a blue beam
with a frequency determined by the parametric process.

The role of each mode of the frequency comb in the two-
photon transition of Rb vapor has been investigated using
direct frequency comb spectroscopy [13, 14] or similar
experimental schemes, with diode (cw) and mode-locked (fs)
beams in a co- and contra-propagating configurations, but
detecting the fluorescence at 90° [15, 16]. In both cases, the
detected signal has its origin in a spontaneous emission
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process and reflects the population of the excited state 5D. In
the PFWM process investigated here, the nonlinear signal is
determined by two-photon coherence between the 5S and 5D
states, and by the amplified spontaneous emission at 5.2 μm
[17]. In this case, the generated blue light reflects not only the
characteristics of the atomic system, but also carries the phase
information related with the excitation beams.

This letter is divided into four sections. In section 2, we
briefly describe the experimental setup. The results and the
theoretical model are discussed in section 3. Finally, in
section 4 we present our conclusions.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is depicted in figure 1(a). A diode
laser, stabilized in temperature and with a linewidth of about
1MHz, is used to excite the 5S 5P1 2 3 2 transition. A train
of pulses generated by a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser
(MIRA, Coherent) can excite both 5S 5P1 2 3 2 and
5P 5D3 2  transitions. The two co-propagated beams, with
parallel linear polarizations, are focused in a 5 cm long sealed
Rb vapor cell. The vapor cell is heated up to 100 C»  and
contains both 85Rb and 87Rb isotopes in their natural

abundances. We measure the dependence on the Rb density
of the coherent blue light generated in the forward direction
for different diode laser intensities. The measurements were
performed as a function of the diode frequency allowing us to
realize a velocity-selective spectroscopy [18, 19].

The Ti:sapphire laser with a repetition rate of
f 76 MHzR » produces 100fs pulses and 500 mW of aver-
age power spread over an ≈10 nm bandwidth, corresponding
to about 105 modes. The optical frequency of mode m is given
by the comb equation f mf fm R 0= + , where f0 is the carrier-
envelope offset frequency [13]. The fs laser intensity was kept
fixed with a mode intensity (the ratio between the average
femtosecond laser intensity and the number of modes within
its bandwidth) of order of 1 mW cm−2 in the cell entrance.
The diode laser can sweep over 10 GHz by tuning its injection
current and a saturated absorption setup is used to calibrate its
frequency. The diameter of the two beams is almost constant
inside the cell and it is about 400 μm for the fs beam and 260
μm for the diode laser. The blue beam generated at 420 nm is
collected in the forward direction, satisfying the phase-
matching condition in the PFWM process. Bandpass filters
and a spectrometer, placed about 1.0 m from the cell, are used
to cut the light around 780 nm. The signal is detected with a
photomultiplier tube and recorded on a digital oscilloscope.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Excitation spectrum

Figure 1(b) shows the blue signal intensity (lower curve) as
the diode frequency is scanned over the four Doppler-broa-
dened D2 lines of the 85Rb and 87Rb. The origin of
the horizontal scale was arbitrarily chosen at the 5S ,1 2

F F3 5P , 4g 3 2=  = transition of the 85Rb. The spectrum
consists of one sharp and intense peak over a weak broad
peak together with other three weak broad peaks, all over a
flat background. The intense peak is due to the PFWM pro-
cess when the two-photon transition is excited by both lasers:
the diode laser and the fs laser. The weak broad peaks are the
blue fluorescence induced by both lasers; while the flat
background is due only to the excitation by the fs laser [14].
The spectrum was obtained for cell temperature of 85 °C and
diode intensity of I 1.9cw = Wcm−2. The saturated absorp-
tion curve (upper curve) is used to calibrate the diode fre-
quency. In figure 2 we display the excitation spectra when the
generated signal is detected after an analyzer. We have also
included an inset with the blue fluorescence detected at 90°.
From these spectra, it is clear that while the fluorescence is
not polarized, the intense peak due to the PFWM process
practically disappears when the polarization of the incident
beams and the analyzer are perpendicular, indicating that this
signal is generated with the same polarization of the incident
beams [20]. This polarization behavior is also a demonstration
that the blue emission has its origin in the nonlinear process.
Another important feature to be reinforced here is the direc-
tionality of the generated emission that is detected by more
than 1 m from the cell.

Figure 1 (a) Experimental setup. (b) Excitation spectrum of the blue
light emission as a function of the diode frequency for the D2

Doppler lines at T=85 °C and I 1.9cw = W cm−2. This curve is the
average of two scans. The saturated absorption signal (upper curve)
is detected simultaneously. The inset shows the relevant energy
levels of Rb for the PFWM process. Zero detuning is chosen at the
85Rb, F F5S, 3 5P , 4g 3 2=  = transition.
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The blue signal for different Rb vapor temperatures is
shown in figure 3 for the Doppler lines F 3g = of 85Rb and
F 2g = of 87Rb when the diode laser intensity is fixed at
I 1.9cw = Wcm−2. For comparison, the flat background has

been removed. We note from figures 3(a) and (b) that, for
85Rb, the threshold of the PFWM process occurs between
72 °C and 73 °C. The critical dependence of the PFWM signal
on the atomic density is revealed when only one mode of the
frequency comb contributes to the signal. This mode is close
to the resonance with the cyclic transition for the atomic
velocity group that has the highest density.

By increasing temperature other velocity groups reach the
threshold of the atomic density, making possible more modes to
contribute to the PFWM signal. In figure 3(c) we can distinguish
the signal due to two modes of the frequency comb. At higher
temperatures, the threshold for the 87Rb density is reached, as
showed by the thin peak near −1 GHz in figure 3(d). Under
these conditions, we notice in figure 3(d) that the mode structure
for the 85Rb appears blurred due to saturation of the atomic
density for the intensity of the beams used, along with a rapid
scanning of the diode laser, resulting in a broad line. This line
shape is similar to the one obtained when two diode lasers are
tuned to the maximum of the blue light power [17]. This critical
atomic density dependence explains why it is so difficult to
observe the comb structure in the PFWM signal, when com-
pared with the fluorescence signal [16].

In order to better understand the role played by the fre-
quency comb in the PFWM process, we focus our attention
on the generated signal from the F 3g = line of the 85Rb, and
perform a slow scanning of the diode frequency (taking into
account the temporal resolution of the detector) with an
average of 10 measurements. The blue curve in figure 4
illustrates the result obtained. The experimental parameters
are similar to those used in figure 3 with T=85 °C. We fit
the experimental data with a superposition of Gaussian curves
in order to quantify the separation between the peaks. The
green line is a Gaussian curve that fits the weak broad peak of
the fluorescence, with a Doppler width of order of 500 MHz;
while the black curves that fit the PFWM signal are also

Figure 3. Excitation spectrum of the blue light emission as a function of
the diode frequency for different temperatures. I 1.9cw = W cm−2 and
I 1.0 mWfs = cm−2 (each mode). The flat background was removed.

Figure 4. Blue light intensity (blue line) and fit curves (red, green
and black lines) as a function of the diode laser frequency, at
T 85 C=  . The red line is the sum of the fluorescence contribution
(green curve) and the contribution of the six modes to the PFWM
signal (black lines). The blue curve is the average of 10
measurements.

Figure 2. Blue light intensity as a function of the diode frequency for
two analyzer polarizations: parallel (blue curve) and perpendicular
(red curve) to the incident beams polarization, at T 85 C=  and
I 1.9cw = W cm−2. The inset shows the blue fluorescence detected at
90°. The peak in the parallel polarization verifies the PFWM process.
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Gaussians, all with the same linewidth, ≈55MHz, but dis-
located in frequency. The red line is the sum of all Gaussian
curves. The frequency difference between two adjacent black
peaks is 78±4MHz, which is close to the fR≈76MHz of
the fs laser; moreover, the linewidth of the black curves are
certainly enlarged by power broadening and the jitter of the
optical frequency of each mode. Although the jitter of
the repetition rate ( fRd ) is of order of few Hz, the jitter of the
optical frequency of mode m ( fmd ) is given by
f f f fm mR Rd d= ( ), corresponding to tens of MHz. We also
notice an atomic density saturation for the peaks near the
cycle transition frequency (center of the scan in figure 4). The
experimental result (blue curve), together with the Gaussian
curves fit (red curve), indicate that the observed peak structure
is a clear contribution of each resonant frequency mode to the
induced coherence in the vapor, which is responsible for
generating the coherent blue light. Each mode excites a dif-
ferent group of atoms, making the process selective in atomic
velocity, and being responsible by the modulation observed in
the excitation spectra shown in figure 4.

3.2. Atomic density and diode intensity dependence

The results presented above indicate the existence of a sharp
growth and a saturation of the PFWM signal as the atomic
density increases. To characterize this atomic density dependence
we first separate the different contributions to the blue signal by
using the same procedure described in the previous subsection.
Thereby, we fit each spectrum with different Gaussian curves, in
order to separate the fluorescence of each peak related with the
PFWM process. This allows us to get the amplitude of the
PFWM signal, for a determined diode frequency, as a function of
the atomic density, as shown in figure 5, for two diode intensities:
I 1.9cw = Wcm−2 (blue squares) and I 9.4cw = Wcm−2 (red
circles), with a mode intensity of order of I 1.0 mWfs = cm−2.
For I 1.9cw = Wcm−2, we see a threshold-like behavior at

9 1012» ´ cm−3 and a saturation at 18 1012» ´ cm−3, while
for I 9.4cw = Wcm−2 these atomic densities change to

15 1012» ´ cm−3 and 40 1012» ´ cm−3, respectively. This

threshold-like atomic density behavior is very similar to that
observed using only cw diode lasers [17], and beyond which the
regime of exponential gain predicted by the up-conversion
PFWM process [21] is established. However, for a fix incident
power, further increasing the atomic density causes the system to
cross to a saturation regime. On the other hand, for high diode
laser intensities, the Stark shift at resonance can inhibit the two-
photon excitation process, leading to the suppression of the
coherent signal at low atomic density, as observed in figure 5.
However, the strong absorption of the 780 nm light allow us to
recover the signal as the atomic density increases.

The main observed features, the threshold-like behavior
followed by a exponential gain and then a saturation, together
with the suppression of the signal at high diode intensities,
can be described modeling the interaction of a diamond-type
four-level system with four coherent cw fields, as showed by
figure 6. We consider the interaction Hamiltonian in the
electric dipole approximation,

H z t j k, e c.c. , 1
j k

j
t

int

4
i jå= - W + ñáw

¹

ˆ ( ( ) )∣ ∣ ( )

where z t,jW ( ) and jw are the Rabi frequency of the transition
indicated in figure 6 and the optical frequency of the fields,
and write the Maxwell–Bloch equations as follow:
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In these equations, jkg is the lifetime of the density matrix
element jkr , jkw is the frequency of the j k transition and

ejk jk
ti js r= w- (with j k¹ ). jka is the coupling coefficient

defined as

c
N

2
, 3jk

jk j

jk

2

0
a

m w

g
= ( )

where jkm is the electric dipole moment of the j k trans-
ition and N is the atomic density.

Figure 5. Amplitude of the PFWM signal in the Doppler line F 3g =
of 85Rb as a function of the atomic density, for two diode laser
intensities.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the electric dipole interactions
of the diamond-type four-level system with the four cw fields.
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We use this theoretical model to describe the behavior of
the coherent blue signal as a function of the atomic density.
The results are represented in figure 7, for two intensity
values of the field that drives the first transition, 1W , corresp-
onding to the diode laser. The Rabi frequency of the generated
field, 4W , is calculated numerically using the fourth order
Runge–Kutta method, with the conditions 0j jk jd w w= - = ,

z, 0 111r =( ) , z, 0 0ijr =( ) for i j, 1, 1¹{ } { }, 0, 01W =( )
1W , 0, 0 2.42 33gW =( ) , 0, 0 2.4 103

7
33gW = ´ -( ) and

0, 0 04W =( ) . The initial value to 3W is necessary to start the
four-wave mixing process and then to generate the blue beam
( 4W ). The equations were integrated with step sizes of 0.01 12

1a-

in the z axis and 5 ps in the time, over 300 ns.
The curves in figure 7 are for a specific atomic velocity

group, which is resonant with the four fields. This situation
corresponds to the experimental conditions of the results pre-
sented in figure 5, where the coherent signal is observed for a
fixed diode laser frequency in which an atomic velocity group is
resonant with both: the diode laser and one mode of the fre-
quency comb. Although this theoretical model does not take into
account effects like optical pumping to other hyperfine levels or
Kerr lensing, we see a good agreement between experiment and
numerical calculations. In particular, we find how the combina-
tion of high diode intensity and the absorption effects can modify
the generation of the coherent blue signal. Moreover, the
decrease of the Rabi frequency of the generated field in the
saturation regime (high optical depth), as indicate in figure 7, is
caused by absorption of either the 780 nm light of the cw laser
and/or the blue generated signal, followed by fluorescent light.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have investigated the coherent blue light
generated in atomic Rb vapor using a PFWM process due to
the combined action of a cw laser and a train of ultrashort
pulses. The frequency comb, that drives the upper transition,
behaves like a set of cw diode lasers with different fre-
quencies, and the atomic system interacts resonantly with a
few of them, resulting in an excitation selective of different
atomic velocity groups. Each resonant mode is responsible for

inducing the nonlinear process, and the atomic density
dependence of the generated signal is characterized by a sharp
growth and a rapid saturation. We have also verified, for high
diode laser intensities, the suppression of the coherent signal
at low atomic density due to the Stark shift at resonance.
Remarkably, scanning only the diode laser we can generate
several blue beams, each one from a different atomic velocity
group with its blue frequency determined by the PFWM
process. Studies of the spectral and temporal characteristics of
the blue emission are in development. Another feature to be
explored is the fixed phase relation between the modes of the
frequency comb and the possibility to transfer this phase
relation to the generated beams.
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